Spin-dependent carrier mobility and its gate-voltage modifying effects for functionalized single walled black phosphorus tubes.
Phosphorene and its derivatives so far have attracted substantial research interest due to its promising properties for developing nanoscale electronic devices. Here, we present a theoretical investigation on the functionalized features, such as the improved electronic structure and carrier mobility, for armchair-edged single walled black phosphorus nanotubes (PNTs) with the substitutional doping of low-concentration transition-metal atoms (Ti, Mn, Fe, and Ni). They are predicted to be exceptional magnetic semiconductors (MSCs), such as half-semiconductor or bipolar MSC. Their spin-resolved carrier mobility at room temperature holds doping element- dependence as well as carrier and spin polarity. Particularly, the difference by two orders of magnitude for carrier mobility emerges due to different TM doping. More interestingly, the carrier mobility in armchair PNTs serving as the channel material of a spin field effect transistor is predicted to be modified strongly by a gate voltage. The enhanced carrier mobility and its gate voltage direction-dependent behavior, as well as the more obvious carrier and spin polarity of mobility, can be observed clearly under gate voltage, which further facilitates the separation of different carriers and spin states and also suggests that realistic carrier mobility is gate voltage-dependent in a field effect transistor.